
WHATSNEWSLET TER 

SUPRANATIONAL HOTELS 
Supranational Hotels maintains a portfolio of hundreds of hotels in key business destinations around the world. 

Our in-house team of dedicated sales professionals can furnish you with a wealth of information and insight into 

our hotels. We understand the needs of the travel buyer and deploy expert management to accelerate and smooth 

the processes of connecting buyers to hotels.  

NEW HOTELS 

LOOKING FORWARDS 
As the preparations and anticipation begins to rise for the Rio Summer 

Olympics later in the year some already have one eye on the 2020 games 

in Tokyo and in particular, the technological advancements it will bring. 

While robots are already beginning to appear in some hotels, the Tokyo 

games will have an entire village for its robotic staff. Showing some 

confidence that in the next four years there will be sufficient 

development to ensure a working robot fleet; automatons will start to 

appear in the service industries. 

Realistically then, how long will it be before robotic staff, algae fuelled 

planes and self driving cars start to really impact upon the movement of 

the corporate traveller and what hotels will be providing? 

HOTEL SOEPARK MARIBO 

3* 

MARIBO, DENMARK 

109 ROOMS 

The Butlers Wharf Building, 
36 Shad Thames, 

London,  
SE1 2YE 

United Kingdom 

 

T: +44 20 7357 0770  
F: +44 20 7407 1715 

 

Hotel and Rate Queries 

RFP Queries 

We welcome these new properties to the Supranational Hotels Portfolio this month. For more information please 

visit our website. 

16-20 July 2016: Director of Sales and Marketing Natalia Hall will be in Denver representing 

Supranational Hotels on stand #1902. If you would like to arrange a meeting please contact 

Natalia via email 

25-28 April 2016: International Corporate Sales Manager Robert Koncz will be attending this 

year’s ATM on behalf of Supranational Hotels. If you would like to set up a meeting please 

contact him via email 

LA VERDA DUBAI MARINA 

4* 

DUBAI, UAE 

150 ROOMS 

HOTEL PHOENIX 

3* 

BRONDERSLEV, DENMARK 

3 ROOMS 

HOTEL HAFNIA 

4* 

TORSHAVN, FAROE ISLANDS 

57 ROOMS 

HOTEL NORHERREDHUS 

3* 

NORDBORG, DENMARK 

29 ROOMS 

HOTEL JUELSMINDE STRAND 

TOURIST CLASS 

JUELSMINDE, DENMARK 

70 ROOMS 

HOTEL ALA 

SUPERIOR 3* 

VENICE, ITALY 

82 ROOMS 

MEET THE SUPRANATIONAL TEAM 
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